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Flexibility is the hallmark of the Energizer® Booklite. Useful in many up-close applications, the large extended spring clip mounts securely to books, clipboards and eReaders. The neck bends easily and then holds its position for precision lighting. A 31 hour run time and lifetime LED lamp keep operating costs low. In addition, the light is available in multiple color combinations.

- White Nichia LED delivers 14 lumens on high and 8 lumens on low.

- Large spring clip mounts on many surfaces
- Light where you need it without having to hold it

- Lifetime LED light source
- 4 hours continuous run time on high and 31 hours on low (using Energizer® CR2032 Lithium coin cells)

- Flexible neck repositions easily
- Slide switch is easy to operate
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Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light